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Abstract. Network-based software application services are receiving a lot of at-
tention in recent years, as observed in developments asInternet of Services, Soft-
ware as a Service andCloud Computing. A service-oriented computing ecosys-
tem is being created where the end-user is having an increasingly more active
role in the service creation process. However, supporting end-usersin the cre-
ation of a service, at runtime, is a difficult undertaking. Users are heterogeneous,
have different requirements, preferences and knowledge. Furthermore, and since
we cannot assume that all users are technical experts, we conclude that highly
abstract mechanisms should be available to support the service creationprocess.
To tackle these issues and provide end-users with personalised servicedelivery,
we claim that runtime automated service composition mechanisms are required.
In this paper we present the DynamiCoS framework, which aims at supporting
the different phases required to provide users with automatic service discovery,
selection and composition process. In this paper we also present the developed
prototype and its evaluation.

1 Introduction

With the Internet becoming ubiquitous, the use of network-based application services
is being increasingly adopted and it is expected to grow in the upcoming years [1]. This
is being reflected in many technology developments and innovations, such as, for ex-
ample, theInternet of Services, Cloud Computing andSoftware as a Service (SaaS).
This is leading to the emergence of large sets of services in different domains. At the
same time, the use of mobile devices with powerful communications capabilities is in-
creasing quite rapidly. In [2] it is reported that by 2013 more than 38% of the European
population will access the Internet on their mobile device,which is an increase of 300%
compared to the current situation.

These developments are allowing andpushing new, more adaptive and personalised,
application services where the end-users play an active role in the service creation pro-
cess. Supporting end-users in this kind of process is a complex undertaking. Different
users have different preferences and request services in different situations (contexts),
which requires different actions to be taken. Furthermore,end-users expect a high-level
of abstraction in the service creation process, since they are not properly trained to



use complex (technical) tools. Given this, some degree of automation has to be pro-
vided to support the end-user in the service creation process. We claim that this can be
achieved by using semantic-based service composition approaches. Semantic informa-
tion enables the use of computer agents, which can automatically reason on the services
and user specified requirements. This alleviates the user from the burden of some of
the details and the complexity of the service composition process. We denote the prob-
lem of automatic service composition based on user requirements asdynamic service
composition. To cope with this problem, we propose a framework for dynamic service
composition provisioning calledDynamiCoS.

The aim of the DynamiCoS framework is to provide all the necessary support to
users, namely to achieve automated runtime service composition. To achieve this au-
tomated support, DynamiCoS uses ontologies (domain conceptualisations). The frame-
work allows different service developers to publish their semantically annotated ser-
vices in the framework. These semantic descriptions have torefer to the framework’s
ontologies. Users may have different domain or technical knowledge, which implies
that their service request interfaces have to be defined accordingly. DynamiCoS tackles
this problem by prescribing a service request that supportsdifferent user interfaces. A
service request consists of a specification ofgoals the user wants the service to achieve.
A goal is likewise used to describe services, specifying the activities (or operations) the
services can perform. Goals of users and services are specified according to the frame-
work ontologies (representation of the domain of knowledge), which allows matching
services to be found, whenever these services realise the user goals.

This paper is further organised as follows: Section 2 characterises different types of
users based on their knowledge; Section 3 presents DynamiCoS, a framework to support
users in the composition process; Section 4 provides an overview of related work; and
Section 5 provides our conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Users’ Knowledge

An user denotes a person that makes use of some functionalityof a system. In the con-
text of our work we consider that an user is a person with limited technical skills. Users
may have different characteristics according to their knowledge of the composition pro-
cess. In this work we show that not all users share the same characteristics. We present
a classification of users according to their knowledge in thedomain of the service being
composed and their technical knowledge on the tooling supporting the service compo-
sition process. An user may play two roles in our context, namely to create or execute
service compositions. A certain user may play both roles.

2.1 Domain Knowledge

In the process of service composition users need to have someknowledge or idea of
the service they want, i.e., what the desired service does, who provides it, etc. We refer
to this knowledge as domain knowledge. Domain knowledge is obtained by learning,
advertisement, interaction with the service providers, etc. Users may have this type of
knowledge when they want to use a service in a given application domain, but often



they have limited knowledge and require some interaction with the elements of the
application domain(s) to acquire the knowledge necessary to decide on the service to
be requested.

In semantic services, the domain knowledge is explicitly represented in ontologies,
which are domain conceptualisations produced by domain experts. This information
can then be used to describe the services in the domain, find these services and reason
on them.

For example, if a user wants to buy a phone online, he usually has an idea of what
type of phone and the market, i.e., phone type/brands, price, stores that sell phones, etc.
The application domain has the central concept of telephonestore, to which resources
(phones, phone stores, etc.) and actions the user can take (search phone, buy phone, etc)
are stated. At the end, the user knowledge of the domain will allow him to decide what
decision to take, and possibly to compose actions (or services) to realise the desired
service.

2.2 Technical Knowledge

Service composition is being used in different domains and applications nowadays,
mainly by professional users or developers, which can handle complex tooling and un-
derstand the composition process, and details associated with this process. For example,
many companies nowadays use Web services technology, and apply WSDL (Web Ser-
vice Description Language) to describe services in the company, and BPEL (Business
Process Execution Language) to compose and coordinate services. However, end-users
are not expected to know these technical details. A service composition environment
for end-users has to provide a higher level of abstraction totheir users, so that users
without technical background can make use of this environment.

For example, if the end-user wants to find a phone and then buy it, this whole op-
eration may consist of two services (find and buy services). The supporting tooling has
to allow the end-user to find suitable services and then help him with the composition
process, by automating this process or by suggesting possible next actions to the users.
The supporting tooling may depend on the type of applicationdomain. For example, if
the application domain is e-health, where a caregiver decides the sequence of activities
a given patient has to perform (e.g., measure blood pressureand if it is to high send a
message to the patient’s doctor), the caregiver has knowledge on the domain, i.e., he
knows the services available in the domain. On the other hand, if an end-user wants to
buy a phone, the user may not know the domain, i.e., the supporting environment has to
deliver the necessary suggestions and guide the user towards the creation of the service
(composition) he wants.

2.3 Types of User

Table 1 defines a possible classification of types of users, based on their domain and
technical knowledge.

A Layman is a user who does not know the application domain in enough detail,
neither has knowledge on the tooling supporting the composition process. ADomain
Expert is a user who knows the application domain, but does not have knowledge on the



Type of User Domain KnowledgeTechnical Knowledge
Layman No No

Domain Expert Yes No
Technical Expert No Yes

Advanced Yes Yes
Table 1. Types of Users

technical tooling that supports the service composition process. ATechnical Expert is
a user who has knowledge on a service composition tool, but does not know the details
of the application domain. AnAdvanced user is a user who has technical knowledge
on the tooling supporting the composition process, and furthermore knows the applica-
tion domain. Because this classifications depends on the domain being considered, and
sometimes the user uses services from several domains, a user can be, sometimes, of
more than one of the types identified. Furthermore, the user may also not have a direct
mapping to one of the identified user types, there may exist other types. Our intention
is not to identify all the possible user types that may exist.We use the identified user
types to motivate that the may exist users with different requirements and characteris-
tics. Based on this we believe that supporting environmentsshould be created according
the target population of users they have.

At the moment, DynamiCoS addresses mainly the users that have some knowledge
about the application domain, i.e.,Domain Experts andAdvanced users. However, we
are working in a methodology that will make DynamiCoS adaptable to different types
of users, with different types of knowledge.

3 DynamiCoS framework

DynamiCoS1 (Dynamic Composition ofServices) supports the different phases and
stakeholders of the dynamic service composition life-cycle, as discussed in our previous
work [3]. Fig. 1 shows the DynamiCoS framework architecture. It also indicates (be-
tween parenthesis) the technologies used in the implementation of the different frame-
work components in our prototype platform.

Given the complexity of the dynamic service composition life-cycle and its stake-
holders’ heterogeneity, we have made the core components ofthe framework technology-
independent. In the framework, a service and a service composition are represented
as a tuple and a graph, respectively. A service is represented as a seven-tuples =<

ID, I,O, P,E,G,NF >, whereID is the service identifier,I is the set of service
inputs,O is the set of service outputs,P is the set of service preconditions,E is the
set of service effects,G is the set of goals the service realises,NF is the set of ser-
vice non-functional properties and constraint values. We assume in this work that ser-
vices are statelessrequest-response, i.e., they consist of a single activity or operation.
A service composition is represented as a directed graphG = (N,E). Graph nodesN
represent services, i.e., each nodeni ∈ N represents a discovered servicesi. A node
can have multiple ingoing and outgoing edges. Each graph edgeE represents the cou-
pling between a service output/effect (or a user input for the services) and a service

1 http://dynamicos.sourceforge.net



input/precondition, i.e.,ei→j = ni
O/E → n

j
I/P , wherei 6= j (a service cannot be

coupled with itself).

Fig. 1. DynamiCoS framework

3.1 DynamiCoS modules

DynamiCoS consists of the following modules:

Service creation The creation of a new service “from scratch” by a service developer
is performed outside the DynamiCoS framework. However, to comply with the capabil-
ities of the DynamiCoS framework, the services have to be semantically described, in
terms of inputs, outputs, preconditions, effects (IOPE), goals (G) and non-functional
properties (NF ), using the framework domain ontologies’ semantic concepts.

Service publication To support the publication of services described in different lan-
guages, the DynamiCoS framework has a two-step publicationmechanism. First, there
should be an interpreter for each supported service description language. The interpreter
reads the service description document and extracts the necessary information for pub-
lication (ID, I,O, P,E,G,NF ). This makes the service representation in the frame-
work language-independent. Second, the extracted service information is published in
the service registry using the DynamiCoS generic service publication mechanism. The
service registry allows one to publish, store and discover semantic services.

Service request The user interface to define the service request may have different
forms, as long as it gathers the user goals and the expected outputs/effects. Option-
ally it can also gather the inputs/preconditions and non-functional properties that the



service should support. The number of parameters defined in aservice request may de-
pend on the type of end-user expertise. If the end-user has technical knowledge and
domain knowledge, all the parameters (G, IOPE,NF ) may be used. However, if the
end-user has no technical knowledge, a simpler request may be created, for example,
only based on the goals the user wants to achieve and the expected service outputs. The
service request parameters are defined as references to semantic concepts available in
the framework ontologies. Therefore, the service request consists of a set of semantic
annotations (I, O, P , E, G, NF ) that describedeclaratively the desired service prop-
erties.

Service discovery The discovery of candidate component services is performedbe-
fore the service composition phase. Service discovery is based on the service request
parameters. The service discovery process consists of querying the service registry
for all the services thatsemantically match the defined service request parameters.
Since DynamiCoS uses a semantics-based service discovery and composition, it dis-
covers not only exact matches with the service requestG andIOPE semantic con-
cepts, but also other services with partial semantic matches, e.g., services with param-
eters that are semantically subsumed by the service requestparameter concepts, i.e.,
RequestedConcept ⊒ DiscoveredConcept.

Service composition To perform service composition, DynamiCoS first processes the
set of discovered services and organises them in a so calledCausal Link Matrix (CLM)
[4]. The CLM stores all possible semantic connections, orcausal links, between the
discovered services input and output concepts. CLM rows (Equation 1) represent the
discovered services input concepts (DiscServsI ). CLM columns (Equation 2) repre-
sent service inputs concepts plus requested service outputs (ServReqO).

CLMrows = DiscServsI (1)

CLMcolu = DiscServsI + ServReqO \ (DiscServsI ∩ ServReqO) (2)

We place a services in the row i and columnj position if the service has an input
semantically related with the input on columni of the CLM and an output semantically
related with the semantic concept on columnj. Furthermore, we store in the matrix the
semantic similarity of the service outputi and the column semantic concepti, and the
non-functional properties of the service.

Given a CLM, the composition algorithm has to find a composition of services that
fulfils the service request. Our service composition algorithm is graph-based. Algorithm
1 presents the algorithm in pseudo code. The composition process starts by analysing
the CLM matrix, checking if it contains the requested IOPE. After this, the CLM is
inspected for services that provide the service request outputs. If there are services that
provide the service request outputs, the algorithm starts by creating the initial match-
ing nodes, otherwise it stops. If the service request outputs can be provided by the
discovered services, the algorithm proceeds with a backwards composition strategy to-
wards the requested service inputs. Anopen (or not yet composed) input of the graph is
resolved at each algorithm iteration. The algorithm matches theopen inputs of the ser-
vices in the graph with the output concepts of services from the CLM matrix, or column



concepts. If multiple services exist that match a given service input, a new composition
graph is created, representing an alternative service composition behaviour. The algo-
rithm finishes when all requested inputs, preconditions andgoals from all the alternative
service compositions are resolved.

Algorithm 1: Graph Composition Algorithm
Input: CLM , ServReq
Result: V alidComps

// Variables
activeG; // Graph that is active in the algorithm iteration1
activeN ; // Node that is active in the algorithm iteration2
openG; // Set of open graphs3
validG; // Set of completed and valid graphs4
// Initialisation
if CLMrows∪colu ⊇ ServReqI,O then5

// Create new graph instantiating the initial Node
activeG← createNewGraph(ServReq);6
createInitialNodes();7
openG← activeG;8

else9
// Discovered services cannot fulfil the service request
Stop;10

// Graph construction cycle
while |openG| > 0 do11

// Close graph if it matches ServReqI,G
if activeGI,G ⊇ ServReqI,G then12

validG← activeG;13
openG← openG \ activeG;14
activeG← openG0;15
activeN ← activeG

openN0 ;16
break; // Goes to next openG17

// Checks CLM for services that match open inputs
foreach semCon ∈ activeNI do18

if CLMcolu ⊇ semCon then19
activeN ← CLMmatchingNode;20

else21
openG← openG \ activeG;22
break; // No possible composition, goes to next open graph23

// Check if graph NF props comply with requested NF props
if activeGNF ∩ ServReqNF = ∅ then24

openG← openG\activeG;25
break; // If Not, composition is not possible26

// prepare next cycle
openN ← openN \ activeN ;27

3.2 Prototype

In our prototype we have used a language for semantic servicedescription called Spa-
tel [5]. Spatel has been developed in the European IST-SPICEproject [6], where the
DynamiCoS framework was partly developed. The ontologies used in the framework
are described in OWL [7]. We used four ontologies:Goals.owl, which contains the ser-
vices’ supported goals and also goals that the user can specify in the service request;



NonFunctional.owl, which defines non-functional properties that can be used tode-
scribe services;Core.owl andIOTypes.owl, which are used to describe services’IOPE

parameters. However, the framework is general enough to support the use of other on-
tologies to define other application domains.

For service publication we have implemented a Spatel interpreter. The interpreter
imports the Spatel service description by using a Java API generated from the Spatel
Ecore model with the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF). Theservice is then pub-
lished in a UDDI-based service registry that has been extended with semantic support.
We use jUDDI [8] as service registry implementation, which is a Java implementation
of the UDDI specification for Web services. jUDDI offers an API for publication and
discovery of services. We have extended jUDDI with a set of UDDI models (tModels)
to store the set of semantic annotations (I,O, P,E,G,NF ) that describe a service in
our framework.

For testing we have created two interfaces to specify the service request: a simple
Java-based graphical interface, and a web-based interface. Both allow the specification
of the different parameters (IOPE, G, NF ) of the service request. The information
introduced by the end-user is then transformed to an XML-based representation and
sent to the composition framework.

Service discovery is performed based on the service requestinformation. TheIOPE

andG annotations are extracted from the service request and the service registry is
queried through the jUDDI API Inquiry function. To discoverand reason on semanti-
cally related concepts/services we use the OWL-API [9] and Pellet [10].

The CLM matrix is constructed by using the OWL-API, which allows one to handle
and perform semantic inference on OWL ontologies by using a semantic reasoner, in
our case Pellet [10]. The service composition algorithm is implemented in Java.

In the project website (http://dynamicos.sourceforge.net) we provide more informa-
tion about the framework and prototype.

3.3 Evaluation and Validation

In a forthcoming publication we will present details on the evaluation and validation of
DynamiCoS. The performed evaluation focuses mainly on performance and feasibility
of the dynamic service composition process. We have concluded that the several phases
of the service composition process can be automated, by using semantic descriptions.
However, semantic reasoning is expensive in terms of processing time. Despite that, we
consider that such expensive processing times are acceptable to support end-users in the
creation of new service compositions on demand at runtime, since in other situations,
mainly manual composition is used to tackle this problem, i.e., the user has to spend
normally much more time performing a service composition. Furthermore, we expect
manual composition, even with intuitive interfaces, to be too complex for most of the
types of end-users.

4 Related work

Dynamic service composition has received a lot of attentionlately. We refer to [11]
for an overview of some existing approaches. Most of these approaches focus on some



phases of the dynamic service composition life-cycle, often the discovery and com-
position phases. However, some approaches cover most of thephases of the dynamic
service composition life-cycle, as, e.g., METEOR-S [12]. METEOR-S provides mech-
anisms for semantic annotation of existing services, service discovery, and service com-
position. METEOR-S focuses mainly on design-time creationof service compositions,
by developingtemplates that can have dynamic bindings at runtime. Our approach, as
many other ones, has been inspired by METEOR-S, but we targetanon demand runtime
service composition creation, to support end-users at runtime. Kona et al. [13] propose
an approach oriented to automatic composition of semantic web services. Similarly to
DynamiCoS, they propose a graph-based service compositionalgorithm. The composi-
tion process is performed using amulti-step narrowing algorithm. The user specifies a
service request, or aquery service, specifying theIOPE for the desired service. The
composition problem is then addressed as a discovery problem.

Recently new approaches have emerged to support specifically end-users in the ser-
vice composition process. These approaches, for example [14] [15] [16], mainly focus
on using techniques for mashup, with intuitive graphical representations that allow end-
users to create their own services. We argue that these approaches are applicable if the
user of the composition environment has some technical knowledge on the composi-
tion environment, has a clear idea of the service he wants andknows the application
domain. However, if the end-user does not have a clear idea ofthe service he wants, but
only some vague ideas about the goals that he wants to be fulfilled by the service, an
approach similar to the one we are proposing may be more appropriate.

5 Final Remarks

In this paper we started by motivating that there are different types of users of ser-
vice composition systems. Users may have different knowledge of the service compo-
sition application domains, and also of the technical tooling supporting the composi-
tion process. Based on this observation, we claim that supporting environments have to
be created or adapted to match the user and his knowledge and expertise. To support
the development of such supporting environments we proposeDynamiCoS, which is
a framework that supports more dynamic and automatic composition of services. To
achieve automation in the composition process, DynamiCoS is based on semantic ser-
vices. DynamiCoS is neutral with respect to the semantic service description languages
used by the service developers. DynamiCoS supports servicecreation and publication
by service developers at design-time, which make services available in the framework;
and automatic service composition by end-users at runtime.We have experimented with
DynamiCoS, showing that it is capable of providingreal-time service delivery, and we
observed that semantic reasoning is an expensive task in terms of processing time. How-
ever, these expenses may be worth paying for, since automated support of users in the
creation of their own services can be enabled.

In the future we will investigate how the user properties canbe used on the op-
timisation and personalisation on supporting him in the composition process. We are
investigating mechanism toguide users through the process of specifying the service
composition behaviour. These supporting mechanisms adaptaccording the user that is



being supported. This should enable the support different types of users, namely the
ones identified in Section 2.3, specially the ones without domain knowledge nor tech-
nical knowledge. This process will require several interactions between the platform
and the user, and a dynamic negotiation to match the user interests with a composition
created out of the available services. To validate this we will perform some empiri-
cal evaluations of the proposed mechanisms using users in some suitable application
scenarios.
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